Grafting of polylysine with polyethylenoxide prevents demixing of O-pyromellitylgramicidin in lipid membranes.
Both natural and synthetic polycations can induce demixing of negatively charged components in artificial and possibly in natural membranes. This process can result in formation of clusters (binding of several components to a polycation chain) and/or domains (aggregation of clusters and formation of a separate phase enriched in some particular component). In order to distinguish between these two phenomena, a model lipid membrane system containing ion channels, formed by a negatively charged peptide, O-pyromellitylgramicidin, and polycations of different structures was used. Microelectrophoresis of liposomes, changes in boundary potential of planar bilayers, the shape of compression curves and potentials of lipid and lipid/peptide monolayers were used to monitor the electrostatic factors in polymer adsorption to the membrane and peptide-polymer interactions. The synthesized PEO-grafted polylysine, PLL-PEO20000, did not induce peptide demixing monitored by stabilization of the gramicidin channels, in contrast to parent polylysine (PLL). Both polymers were shown to bind effectively to negatively charged liposomes and lipid monolayers, suggesting that the ineffectiveness of PLL-PEO20000 was not due to reduction of its binding. It was hypothesized that PLL-PEO20000 could not induce domain formation due to steric hindrance of long PEO chains preventing lateral fusion of clusters. Another copolymer, PLL-PEO4000, having four PEO chains of 4000 Da, exhibited intermediate effect between PLL and PLL-PEO20000, which shows the importance of the copolymer architecture for the effect on the lateral distribution of OPg channels. The model system can be relevant to regulation of lateral organization of ion channels and other components in natural membrane systems.